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Abstract 
For the development of gas sensors applied to organic gas detection, the preparation of sample gases 
containing organic vapors with controlled concentrations is sometime necessary in accurately 
evaluating the gas sensor properties. In this study, using a diffusion method where liquid samples 
were heated and vaporized under a carrier gas flow, we prepared standard sample gases containing 
2,6-diisopropylphenol (propofol), which are breath markers for diabetes and anesthesia depth, 
respectively. We used a NASICON (Na3Zr2Si2PO12; Na+ conductor)-based CO2 sensor combined with 
a Pt/Al2O3 combustion catalyst to prepare propofol gases with known concentrations. We 
demonstrated that the prepared propofol gases with constant concentrations were effectively detected 
by Au loaded-TiO2 nanotube sensors. 
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Introduction 
Human breath analysis is a promising 

technique as a real-time medical diagnostics 
that allows noninvasive monitoring and 
detection of illnesses. Human breath contains a 
wide variety of compounds, including inorganic 
gases such as NO and volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) such as ethanol and 
acetone. Their concentrations are closely 
associated with those in blood, and as such 
changes in the concentration are indicative of 
person’s medical conditions. Recently, the 
analysis of 2,6-diisopropylphenol (propofol) in 
blood and breath has attracted considerable 
attention. Its chemical structure is shown in Fig. 
1. Propofol is intravenously administered 
hypnotic agent used for induction and 
maintenance of anesthesia and for sedation of 
patients in intensive care units. The 
determination of propofol concentrations in 
expiratory air likely allows the real-time 
monitoring of changes in its concentration in 
blood during anesthesia. High-performance gas 
sensors with a compact size and low cost, if 
available, would provide an inexpensive and 
efficient way to rapidly screen for certain 
diseases.  

 
Fig. 1. Chemical structure of 2,6-diisopropylphenol 
(propofol). 

 

However, existing sensors for VOC 
detection still have problems, i.e., low sensitivity, 
low selectivity, and interference from high 
humidity contained in breath. Thus, further 
sensor development is highly desirable. We 
have recently developed TiO2 nanotube-based 
gas sensors [1,2]. Nanostructured films made 
from TiO2 nanotubes provided effective pores in 
the films for gas diffusion and gave high 
sensitivity to VOCs like toluene and alchol. In 
this study, we applied this sensor for the 
detection of propofol.  
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